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Headstones, Monuments & Memorials
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Headstones, Monuments & Memorials of Distinction
The headstone erected by you and your
family can be of great assistance with
the grieving process.
The erection of a
headstone is one of
the most traditional
ways to mark the resting place of a loved
one. The establishment of a permanent memorial can serve to help
families cope with their loss, and headstones such as those in our brochure which
are sculpted in various natural stones
are a fitting tribute to a loved one.
Granites are among the
most durable natural
stones that the earth has
to offer. Coloured granites were much sought after by the Greeks and
Romans for use in the construction of many of
the world’s most enduring classical structures.
Granite
headstones being among the
most elegant of natural stones are a
natural choice and have been used as
grave markers for thousands of years.
The classic, long-lasting construction make
granite headstones perfect for remembering loved ones for generations to come.

Ryanstone was established in 1850 and is the 7th
generation to follow the family tradition of stone
masons. We are committed to supplying the highest quality memorials and headstones to mark the
passing of a loved one. We offer many hundreds of
different designs and layouts and have chosen to
display just a representative sample of materials,
shapes and designs for you to choose from. Should
you require more information – please visit our
website www.ryanstone.com where you will find
information that could be useful when considering
purchasing a headstone memorial. Go to our website gallery to view suitable options for your loved
one – review the designs, stone colours and script
options. Ryanstone supplies leading monumental
works in Ireland, the U.K. and North America.
Please visit our Partners section where you can find your
nearest Ryanstone distributor. Each skillfully lettered
Ryanstone headstone is supplied to your appointed monumental mason or funeral
director and erected in the
cemetery to your specification. We would be pleased to
assist you in finding a monumental sculptor near you.

Call Ryanstone today on
045 - 865 139
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►Over 160 years of tradition
►Craftsmanship in each headstone
►Finest Granite, Marble, Limestone
►In house cutting and polishing
►In house lettering and carving
►Masons network countrywide
►Headstones stocked locally
►Widest range in the country
►Largest supplier in Ireland
►Our own Wicklow granite quarry
►Unique design requests welcomed
►Kerbing and surrounds
►Special memorials (unique designs)
►Wide range of lettering options
►Chinese, Arabic, Jewish Any script can be reproduced.
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